Oxfordshire KONP response to the current ‘consultatonn on the NHS long term
plan
NHS England (NHSE) is running a form of ‘engagement’ with campaigners and the wider
public, on proposals for changes to the almost universally hated 2012 Health and Social
Care Act.
As opponents of the 2012 Health and Social Care Act. Act and all it stands for, Oxfordshire Keep Our
NHS Public (KONP) will support any changes which may ofer the chance to unpick and reverse even parts
of this damaging legislatonn
However, we are also aware that this limited ‘engagementn process is linked with a wider agenda for NHSE
which we do not share or endorsen We do not lend any support to proposals that may prove part of a
wider strategy that we have already made clear we rejectn
This means that of the list of proposals set out in NHS England’s ‘NHS Legislaton Survey’ (page 26 of
Implementng the Long Term llan) we can only agree to part of one of them (number 2 on their check
list): to revoke Secton 7 of the Health and Social Care Act 2012.
Secton 7
We were especially opposed to Secton 7 (s 7) and its regulatons as one of the most damaging
components of the 2012 Act – enforcing compulsory tendering of NHS clinical services – and we see no
merit in retaining itn However, abolishing s 7 is certainly no protecton against further privatsaton, or
even against potental future large-scale monopoly contractsn

KONl proposals: We support any move for s 7 to be revoked.
However, we are under no illusions that scrapping this piece of legislaton and its associated regulatons
(which the government could simply decide to rescind without any need for legislaton if they chose to
do so) would bring an end to contractng or to privatsaton.
Nor are we in agreement with the other part of this proposal which is ‘giving NHS commissioners more
freedom to determine when a procurement process is needed, subject to a new best value testnn ‘NHS
commissionersn means NHS England and CCGs, and we have no confdence in the judgement of either on
whether to put services out to tendern With precious few exceptons their track record is very poor, and
CCGs have brought a massive
level of dislocaton and fragmentaton to services since they took over in 2013n Some CCGs have claimed
their decisions have been forced by Secton 7 of the Actn Others, we know, are clearly fully commited to
contractng and to privatsatonn
While NHSE claims the moral high ground of seeking to ‘integraten NHS services, their proposals do nothing
to address the underlying marketsaton and fnancialisaton of the NHSn 1 KONP is partcularly concerned
about the potental for increased fnancialisaton of the NHS through partnerships bids from NHS providers
in alliance with private fnance companiesn
Rather than seeking to end the market system and competton, NHSE is merely modifying the way it
works: even if its proposals were fully implemented, all the elements of the market would remain intact.

Competton and Markets Authority
The frst proposal on the list is described as ‘promotng collaboratonnn It calls for the removal of the
Competton and Markets Authorityns role in reviewing foundaton trust mergersn
The CMA is no safeguard of local access or accountability, and certainly no obstacle to privatsatono it
serves primarily to regulate behaviour of private companies – supermarkets and bus companiesn It argues
strongly in favour of competton between NHS providersn KONl believes the CMA has no legitmate role
intervening in any element or decisions of the NHS or any public service. But thatns not what NHSE is
sayingn So, we must ask why NHSE only wants to stop the CMA intervening on one issuen
The answer comes under point number 7o ‘managing the NHSns resources beter,n which reveals that NHSE
is seeking powers to force through mergers. However, much we disagree with the CMA, KONP cannot
agree to that objectven We know from painful experience across the country that trust mergers are almost
always a prelude to cutbacks and ‘centralisatonn of services that reduce local accessn
1

KONP is partcularly concerned about the potental for increased fnancialisaton of the NHS through NHS partnerships bids
with private fnance companiesn Under EU Regulatons both direct private capital partcipaton in the contractor, or contractors
generatng over 20% of income from the open market, mean procurements cannot be treated as ‘contracts between enttes
within the public sectorn and so are subject to full EU procurement requirementsn Financialisaton in this context refers to the
increasing infuence of fnancial insttutons and the market in the erstwhile public natonal health servicen

We know mergers always reduce local accountability of trusts, and that they ofen have negatve
consequences for NHS stafo we are also against any merger being imposed from the outside and above by
NHSE, and anything that makes that easiern

lublic Contracts Regulatons
As part of the same proposal NHSE also wants to ‘remove arrangements between NHS

commissioners and NHS providers from the scope of the Public Contracts Regulatonsnn

KONl proposals: KONl is in favour of removing the NHS entrely from the scope of EU and UK
procurement requirements, and this could be achieved readily within existng EU requirements for ‘Noneconomic Services of General Interest’. Under EU laws, the Government can declare the NHS to be a ‘noneconomic service of general interestn and ‘a service supplied in the exercise of governmental authorityn,
assertng in this way the full competence of Parliament and the devolved bodies to legislate for the NHS
without being trumped by EU competton law (for so long as the UK remains an EU Member State) and the
World Trade Organisatonns General Agreement on Trade in Servicesn KONP also seeks exclusion of the NHS
from internatonal trade dealsn
However, so long as contractng remains in place, we are not in favour of NHSE’s proposal to remove the
NHS from the scope of lublic Contracts Regulatonsn This might sound like a good thing, untl we check
the regulatons, and fnd that they give scope for building into contracts equality consideratons (such as
access for people with disability), social and environmental issues, as well as exclusion of suppliers based
on evidence of unsuitability including previous poor performance, and whether they are adequately
equipped to do the jobn The (EU) Public Contracts Directve also places a duty on the contractng authority
to investgate tenders it considers abnormally lowo this could have prevented contractng fascos such as
Hinchingbrooke Hospital (pre-2012 Act) and many of the patent transport

services disastrously contracted out to private companies that failedn Flawed and inadequate as they may
be, so long as contractng remains in place we are not in favour of removing these requirements.

layments system
The third proposal on the list is to ‘increase the fexibility of the natonal NHS payments systemnn KONP
were opposed to the introducton of the ‘payment by resultsn system and the tarif that accompanied it in
the mid 2000so we said then that it was part of the marketsaton of the NHS, and that the break up of
block contracts and service level agreements was part of the process of opening up more NHS services for
private providersn But to start to vary the tarif payments while leaving this system intact opens up new
possibilites for unequal treatment of one area compared with another, a new ‘postcode loteryn that ofers
no benefts to patents – with all the changes decided from above by NHS Englandn
New NHS trusts
The fourth proposal is described as ‘integratng care provisionn and proposes the establishment of ‘new
NHS trusts to deliver integrated carenn This might sound relatvely harmless if it were not for the fact that
these new trusts, like the old trusts and foundaton trusts would remain part of the provider network in
the same unreformed market systemn
The contnued separaton of commissioners and providers is not integraton, simply a modifed
disintegraton of servicesn Contractng would contnuen The providers would contnue to be in competton
with each other and with the private sectoro indeed the new trusts would be governed by the Integrated
Care Provider contract that KONP, Health Campaigns Together, We Own It and others have campaigned
againstn KONP have argued that NHS services must be provided directly by public bodies, not through longterm commercial contracts which, over tme, may transform NHS bodies into de facto commercial
companies (albeit not-for-proft)n
Under NHSE proposals, commissioning will remain in the hands of the same, in most cases, unreliable
CCGs, advised by the same inadequate but costly management consultantsn So, while we would prefer
services to be delivered by new NHS trusts as public bodies rather than by secretve new bodies or private
companies, the proposal is stll not one we can supportn
Joint Commitees
Proposals 6, and 8 outline the limited NHS England vision of ‘integratonn through linking up the existng
fragmented commissioners and providers into ‘joint decision-making commiteesnn Itns not clear which
parts of the 2012 Act, if any, NHS England is proposing should be repealed or amended to allow these
bodies to have any legal status, which they lack at presentn But itns also clear that rolling together CCGs
which are supposed to commission care for defned local populatons breaks any local accountability and
winds up with a body that is accountable to nobody – other than upwards to NHS England and its shadowy
Regional Directoratesn
We have seen increasingly far-reaching de facto, and now actual, mergers of CCGs, which have efectvely
disenfranchised local people over large areas of London and in many other areasn We already have a clear
example of what such an unaccountable regime could mean in practce, with the impositon by NHS
England of a secretly negotated and privatsed contract for lET-CT scanning services on a ‘Thames
Valley’ area spanning Oxford, Swindon and Milton Keynes, without any prior consultaton in any of these
areas,

and which will worsen services for patents. It has been angrily challenged by Oxfordshire Mls from all
partes, Oxfordshire’s Tory-led county council, consultants and Gls – so far with no real concessions by
NHS England which has threatened to sue consultants who critcise the contract and its implicatons.
There has been litle if any response from Swindon and Milton Keynes, which stand to receive an even
worse deal than Oxford from a contract negotated behind the scenes by the Arden GEM Commissioning
Support Unit afer a sketchy ‘consultatonn conducted three years agon
So, when NHSE asks (point 8) ‘Do you agree it should be easier for NHS England and CCGs to work
together to commission care?’ the answer has to be: ‘No – not on the basis you propose’. We want no
repettons of the Oxfordshire lET-CT fasco.
The Long Term Plan (page 30) calls for providers and commissioners in each ‘Integrated Care Systemn to be
brought together into ‘a partnership board, drawn from and representng commissioners, trusts, primary
care networks, and – with the clear expectaton that they will wish to partcipate - local authorites, the
voluntary and community sector and other partnersnn
However, it’s not clear what legal status or decision-making powers, if any, this board might have, since
without a change in the law each of the component parts would retain their powers and dutes, and the
meetngs would be a purely cosmetc exercise in ‘integraton’. We are also concerned at proposals that
could give private providers a say in determining future provision.

KONl proposals: Keep Our NHS Public favours proposals, as set out in the NHS Reinstatement Bill, to
repeal the Health & Social Care Act – but also to sweep away the apparatus of the market that divides the
NHSn
KONl proposals: We therefore favour the establishment of Health Boards as public, accountable bodies
that would plan and provide the full range of NHS services, with partcipaton from elected councillors,
community organisatons and trade unionsn That would be real integraton and ofer substantal savings
from costs of contractng and running separate commissioners and providersn
KONl proposals: Foundaton trust status should be abolished, as part of the reintegraton of trusts with
commissioners into 170 or so new Health Boards mainly based on council boundaries. (They largely have
been rendered meaningless with most foundaton trusts deep in defcit requiring bail-outs from the NHSn)
‘Joined up natonal leadership’
Point 9 of the NHS England check list of proposals is a choice of ways for NHSE and NHS Improvement to
work together in ‘joined up natonal leadershipnn A follow up point asks
whether we agree ‘the Secretary of State should have the power to transfer or require delegaton of ALB
[Armns Length Body] functons to other ALBs nnnnn
Once again this is the wrong answer to the wrong queston and the wrong approachn We favour
reintegraton and reinstatement of the NHS that has been broken up by 30 years of marketsing reforms,
exacerbated by the 2012 Actn

KONl proposals: A startng point should be restoring the responsibility of the Secretary of State to
provide universal access to comprehensive health services – and establishing the accountability of NHSE
(which should be brought together with the ‘Arms Length Bodies’ as an NHS Board) to the Secretary of
State.

KONl proposals: The quality of services should be monitored by locally-based independent bodies
involving local patents and community groups, with the powers once enjoyed by Community Health
Councils, and a natonal coordinaton on issues of common concernn
These changes outlined above would put our NHS back together again and, with the ending of the
existng privatsed contracts and steps to take back ownership of PFI hospitals, would be the basis to
restore it as a genuinely integrated, publicly owned, publicly delivered and publicly accountable servicen
NHSEns proposals may appear to look towards unpicking the Health & Social Care Act and overriding the
structures of the market, but itns clear on closer examinaton that their proposals head in a very diferent
directon from our aim of reintegratng the NHSn They are looking to a greater centralisaton and top down
control of a system, while we campaign for local accountability and transparencyn They are driving towards
100% of NHS provision being via long-term commercial contracts while we challenge every instance of
privatsatonn These diferences remain unchangedn
KONP will contnue to press with our campaign allies We Own It and others for the repeal of Secton 7n
But, unlike NHS England, we seek the full repeal of the rest of the 2012 Act and scrapping a market system
that has delivered no benefts but has added major costs and many other problems since it began under
Margaret Thatcher in the 1989 White Papern

